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1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

SONE POINTS BEING liiaDE BY MEI"'BERS OF GROUP B 

Understanding regarding basic development finance: Consultative Groups 

(U.K. ): The German view is that this is not foreseen in the resolution . 

The Scheme is complex (Germany) . 

Why was not a paper given on Cost Estimates : Is the Bank pushing for the 

Scheme or not? The psychological impetus seems to have been lost (Japan; 

others) . 

How can effective participation be limited? Is this realistic and 

politically feasible? (Germany) 

Relations between Fund and Bank Staff - Compensatory Financing and 

Supplementary Finance Proposals (Japan). 

Is this the best way of using the amount of $300 or $400 million? (USA) 



Y, 1967 

The ~eting started w~th a request f r om the Japanese el gate for 

further explanahons of the cost estimates circulated by the Bank. 

~ . Friedman explained that two methOQS are possible in the calcu

lations of the shortfalls . One can restrict it to countries 

lik~ly to be eliGible or compute a fibure for all countries and then 

adjust for the coun"tries that may not qualify . In principle , the 

Sche e was universal . he Bank followed th8 lat+er uethod . He 

also mentioned t1.at the a.n.K had been rather conservative in allow

ing for the use of reserves, other sources of finance or adjustment 

measures . The $30 -~400 million figure Stems a reasonable one based 

o.o. considerable di;:;cu.ssions and sotue judt,ment . 

figure illa.J be ta.1.:en as a lll8.Ximur.t . 

The $40 mil.~-ion 

The Japanese then said that 1~.rgi.nal errors are inevi table i r. this 

kind of calculation and he wanted to .know nm1 the original $16vu 

million figure for total shortfalls had een derived and also the 

S30U million overages which constituted only one- fifth of gross over

all shortfalls . He also oentioned that there could be scope for 

rationin5 (see .,t;lage 14 of tne ank ~tudy) . 

~hen the e.:Jresentative for ]ranee expressed the opinion that the 

BanA estimate implied that o ce deductions \1ere made the compensation 

will be an automatic one • he said that the Resulution coutained two 

provis~ons . . F'irst one uas tu assess t J what extent assistance is 

necessarJ anu seco' 1dly a considerable part of the deficit should be 

ro.ade ~,ood . He a:,,.~ed a serit;S of questions about what would hap en 

when the other sourcec of fir.auce are lackillt, and in particular wnen 

basic finance is lacKing. He said tl~t a net s:ortf~l need not 

always provoke a disruption in the develo.:Jwent plan and that this con

sideration should limit the autofuaticity of assistance . 

The De.Legate for Ghana first felt that the $3VO 400 million was too 
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small a figure but now he agreed that t llis auount cou.1.d be considered 

adequate as a startinb fi&ure . As ~artici:ation for the Scheme in

creases, this may adti to the cost but t he conclus~on of commodity 

agreements lllBY help to keep tne needs to tills ::..evel. 

The Representative for the United ~tates asked if Fund repurchases 

are taken into account in the $4u0 million fi&ure . 

The Bn tish opinion was that it wuld be difHcu t to i dentify the 

non-elibible countries and tnat therefore a cert ain impr ecision is 

understandable . •lOreover, fibures for four or five ~ears anead are 

necessarily tentative . 'here is , however, a difference between 

imprecision and open- endedness . The wain thing is to know if one can 

abree on these estimates for o~erating the Scheme . 

The Representative for ::iweden said that two assumptions should be 

made in the adJustment for countr~es which did not use the ~cheme : 

i. The number of elibible countries rlou.ld ~crease 

lll ~he course of time; and 

ii . It i3 not a Rolling Plan . 

He felt that it was importrutt to know whlcn date was envisaged by the 

h~ for the st~rting of O¥~r~tions . He felt that the cost of the 

·cheme wouj_d ¥robably not have a tei.1danc.,- to increase as diversifica

tion of exports and other i mprovements in the economic structure of 

less o.eveloped countries \Till tend to keep it down . 

The ubserver for Uie:,eria then took U,t) the Japanese criticism and 

aSKed which fit:,ure WOLu .. d be cons~dered as reasonable by the Japanese 

and donor countries in t;eneral. 

The Brazilian Delegate pou1ted out that one should 11ave a figure in 
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mind for future work and that this figur e should be as realistic as 

possible . 

The .Auerican Delegation tnen aS.h:ed for a written statement about the 

relu.tionship between the Compensator.r Finance }1acili ty and the 

Supplementary finance Scneme . 

had already been circulated. 

!-h' . lnemne, said that such a s ta temen t 

Subsequently, 'lr . . i:'riedman dealt vlitb several questions re.lating to 

the cost estiillates . He said t!u...t the cost f.l.t,ures \it;;re only intended 

as ar1 element to facilitate d~scussions . He said that the figures 

had been derived b using sa.wples and by relying on the advice of 

experts in thl.s field . he IBRD Staff had been tr.ring to estiu~B.te 

what would happen when dir'ierent criteria 11ere used and there l'lill be 

no atteu::_:>t to quantify the influence of a number of other factors . 

He also ment~oned that ne was ha.JPY to note that the LDC ' s accepted 

the principle of perforwa.nce as a precondi tJ.on . He especially 

e.wphasized tl...at the word ' autonatic ' i5 not suitable for the Barite Staff 

Scheme . As t c the questions of the relation w~th the FUr1d Faci~ity, 

he once uore reoinued tnat t1e basic principle in t lris res~ect , namely : 

s.10rtfalls financed by the 'Fund are not financed by 3upplementary 

Finance . Thus, the burden for the ~'S is diwinisned and it is normal 

that refinar1cing ta.:es place out of overages . 

.Answering the ubservt:.r for i E:,eria, the _ epresentative for Japan said 

that he had o:.lly bee referrine, to the imprecision and uncertainty of 

any estimates for the future . The Representative for the United 

1ing-dom then reL.Jinded t .1:1at the Japanese Delegahon had as.o:ed about 

estimates of export shortfa.l.ls . The British Delegate mentioned that 

explanations i n this res~ect cou .... d be found at Page 63 of the Bank 

Staff Study . 
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In his conclusion , the Chairman said that the Bank figure should be 

considered as an indicative one but that it seems reasonable to assume 

that it \ri:J..l be an adequate magnitude to start the Scheme with. The 

Re~resentative for Japan said that though generally it was the view, 

the B~~ · s figure was still subject to reservations in this view. 

The Group then decided to adjourn in order to be able to prepare the 

further discussion of sorae subjects already dealt with. In a final 

remark, Hr . Friedman said that he would appreciate it if the Table 

suboitted by the Bank was uot reproduced in the ReJ)ort . 



Morning 
Session 

13T.l.::[ FEBRUAI Y, 1967 

Today ' s meeting was entirely uevoted to the discussion of the German 

Note . Both s~onsor countries were the first ones to comment on it. 

The Swedish position was one of strong endorsement of the Bank propo

sal, though they stated that the German IIote constituted a contruc

tive contribution in the sense that it contains elements for a further 

stage in the discussion. The Swedish Delegate said that the 

criticism made by the Gen~s about the Bank ' s Scheme was not justified, 

as the latter in fact does contain a close connection with the Fund 

scheme and is not open- ended. The German proposal does not eliminate 

the problems but still implies the need for one or another form of 

policy package and for a meausre of shortfalls . ilithout any automatic 

feature it would be too much subject to discretion . 

The U.K. Delegate welcomed the GerLlB.Il proposal as a valuable cri ticisrn 

made in a constructive spirit . 

concern in the German Note : 

He distinguished six main points of 

i . The political feasibility of refusing entry; 

ii. The complexity; 

iii. The unreliability of export projections; 

iv . The quasi automatic payments ; 

v. The unlimited co.mr:ri tment; and 

vi. The fact that this commitment includes basic aid. 

Some of these criticisi!lS are valid .~:>oints for instance, No. (i) and to 

a certa.Ln extent No . (iii), others are based on misunderstandings; 

No . (ii) and No . (iv) . The German scheme would probably be equally 

exposed to ( v) . 

The Delegate for the United .~:...ingdow. especially stressed that i tern 

(vi) was not implied in the ill{CTAD Resolution . Fina~ly , the British 

Delegate asked the question, wha1; are we to hope for in a Scheme of 

this kind? There wili in any case be unforeseeable commitments and 

acts of judgment by tne 11.ge11Cy but this does not mean that there will 
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be a new and complicated organ to supervise international aid . The 

specification of the terms of supplementary finance may constitute 

a guide for the donor countries . 

Then the Representatives of several LDC ' s (Ceylon, India, UAR, 

Yugoslavia and G1ana) took the floor to discuss the criticism of the 

Bank ' s ~cheme and the new proposal erplained in the German Note . 

Nost of the Delegates dealt vri th the German criticisms of the Bank 

Jtaff Scheme along the lines of their Swedish and British colleaGQes, 

stating th2.t a number of features of the Bank Staff Scheme had been 

misunderstood . Some of them especially opposed the idea that 

supplementary finance would constitute a disincentive to the long 

term diversification of exports . In connection with the German pro-

posal they stressed the danger of far reaching discretion and pointed 

out that the German proposal did not provide alternative solutions for 

a number of problems . 

The Delegate for Ceylon asLed how it would be possible to provide 

prompt and adequate assistance without an export norm. 'rhe 

Representative for Yugoslavia emphasized that the German proposal 

was not conforr.li1g to the Resolution as it provides no assurances for 

develo~ing countries . A number of developing countries also showed 

much concern about the role of basic develop~ent finance . In this 

respect the Delegate for India disagreed ruth the United Kingdom 

Representative . He underlined that the word ' su~plementary ' should 

be interpreted as meaning supplementary to basic finance . 

The Delegate for Japan took the floor to say that his delegation 

tended to agree with the criticisms of the Bank Scheme given by the 

Germans in Sections I oc II; but that he was still unable to take 

definitive views about their proposal in Part III; in this respect 
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several clarific'tions were needed . 

The Delegate for the United States said that the whole problem should 

be looked at in a broader context . In the exuort ~rejections one 

should tal::e into account not only the goods already .z:!roduced but those 

whose production is planned , i.e . nev1 items . A variety of economic 

factors ~lay a role in thi~ res~ect and the icportant question is to 

.know how they are affected bj +;he fluctuations in basic finance . Can 

revisions in develo~~ent proLrams and export project_ons be avoided 

when st ortfalls in basic finance occur? 

The Observer for Piberia found a number of valid elements in the German 

paper . Unlike lris colleagues from other developin6 countries, he felt 

thLt the disincentive argument was avalid one and be~trongly supported 

the point made by the United ' tates Delegate abo~t t~~g into account 

the possible gap beh:een actual Cilld basic finance • 

. A.s.L{ed to co1.w1ent 011 the possible iwplications of tne Genuan paper for 

the Co:r:1pensa tory lt'inance Facility, Itr . FlelJling said that the CFF is a 

scl.eme for short tem as~istance for balance of payments defici t s . I t 

is based on precise _;Jrescriptions of the Fund . lle was not certain if 

it would be legal and feasible for the Executive Directors of the Fund 

to a6Tee to Joint Co,~ttee suggestion . 

the Fund Faci.Lit: is far more auto.oatic . 

He especially stressed that 

The Delegate for Brazil also emphasized the link bwtween su~plementary 

finance and basic finance, and his colleague fran Argentina said that 

the Gerr.an criticism overlooks im.)orta.nt aspect s of the Bank ' s Schene . 

The French then took a. position more or l~ss si~lar to the Ja.pru1ese 

one, L. the sense that Ley a.e.reed with the cri ticis!.. of the .::iank Scheffie 

but wanted additional clarification of the )!roposal before for::ula.ting 

their v.:.ew. 
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sA.ed t o give his views OL the roblem, Hr . Friedman dealt with a 

few misinterpretations of the Ba.IlK. Study in the German ::ote. He 

once more said that there are some forms of development planning in 

almost every countr.t and that the ouly problem is to know if this 

planning will be unilateral or in understanding with an Agency . He 

said that the Bank taff had no gigantic administrative machinery in 

mind and that lega.L commitments on basic finance had never been 

assumed; that it does not regard the Scheme as an automatic one; 

the Bank scheme was put forward in a responsible way and not unlimited, 

that is why a cost estimate 11ad been J roduced . 

Then the Delegate for Germany took the floor to answer the various 

questions raised . He first dealt with two misunderstandings . The 

German Note does not say that the Bank Scheme is contradictory Hith 

the Resolution and that it ex • ..;ressly refers to assurances i u the 

field of basic finance . Then he dealt in a systematic way \vi th the 

various questions . 

i. The connection with the Il1F : 

It is not so far reaching in the Bank Scheme as provided for in the 

Resolution . 

i i. Open-ended Finance: 

'rhe 1'/orld Bank proposal is so far reaching that it cannot be operated 

with a ceiling. 

iii. The procedure of consultation and policy package : 

These features are certainly useful but the \·Tay they will operate in 

practice remains to be clarified , and seemed complex. 

iv . How to define shortfalls . 

He admitted that some yardstick would be needed , perhaps soflething 

similar to t~e Fund formula , of incorporating export projections related 

to developm nt performance but firm commitments cannot be made on the 
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basis of export projections . 

v . Automaticity : 

The German Note says that the Bank Scheme was quasi automatic, not 

completely automatic . 

vi. Ad hoc treatment; 

Delays involved will certainly be limited in view of previous consul ta

tions. 

vii. Ins ti tutiona.J. arrangements (Joint Coiillili ttee) : 

He took note of the legal proble.w.s mentioned by l'lr . Fleming but thought 

that some practical solution should be possible. 

In SUillillarizir g the discussion, t he Chairman saia. that it had been an 

extremely useful one . He said that the German Note should be regarded 

mainly as a criticism of the world Barlk Scheme rather than as an 

alternative . In t lris sense it is constructive as it focuses on the 

main problem areas. 

All the papers now had been examined; further discussions will 

concentrate on t he main areas of disagreement such as policy package; 

export projections and cost. 



11TH FEBRUARY , 1967 

In making some comments about conclusions of the sub- group ' s meeting 

the day before, the Chairman emphasized that the representatives now 

should talk about t he drafting of a report and about pointing out 

the areas of agreement and disagreement . He especially stressed 

that it would no l onger be appropriate to ask the IBRD Representatives 

many questions but that at t his stage Government Representatives should 

try to reach some conclusions . He suggested that a drafting of the 

interim report shou d start early next week . 

In rela~ion to questions about studies not yet carried out , Mr . Friedman 

pointed out that as far as costs are concerned the delegates should go 

back t o the simulation exercise in Annex IV of the IBRD Staff ~tudy . 

Discussions about financial resources were goil1g on among governments 

and inter national institutions with respect to IDA replenishment and 

other matters . \lith respect to the cost problem there was clearly a 

problem of timing and a problem of magni tures . The financing of 

Supplementary Finance Scheme would not arise till about 1969. 

The Delegate for t he United States then made a comment concerning t he 

investigation of factors oth<.:r t han ex1Jort instability which may have 

disrupting effects on development programs, and again asked f or a study 

of t heir relative importance . This view was sup¥orted by the 

Representatives of India , France and the United Arab Republic . The 

Representatives for Ceylon and the united KiJ1gdom t hought that the 

broadening of the scope would involve t oo much delay . The Japanese 

view was that all studies should r emain within the limi t ,s fixed by the 

basic UNCTAD Resolution . 

The United States Delegate answe red that he was not seeking any delay, 

nor was it sug£ested to extend the scope of the Scheme . 

In dealing with this, Iutr . Friedman t hought it JlOSs .ble t o carry out a 
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study of the historical experience with several disrupting factors. 

This would be a background study wnich would not be linked with the 

Supplementary Finance Scheme. 

The next point on the Agenda was the nature and form. of the Agency. 

A number of Delegations (Yugoslavia, Ceylon and India) said that the 

administration of the Scheme should be the responsibility of an ex

perienced agency; preferably IDA or an affiliate of IDA. In this 

respect, the Delegate for India asked if it wou d be possible to be 

an affiliate of an affiliate. 

The United Kingdom and the United Arab Republic especially stressed 

the need for collaboration with the I~. 

1r. Friedman said that these institutional matters were a prerogative 

of the Executive Directors, but that in any case there was close 

collaboration bet••een the Fund and Bank Group . The Chairman wondered 

about the situation of members of UNCTAD which are not members of the 

1/orld Bank Group; this might be looked into. 

The discussion then turned to a note circulated by the United Kin5uom 

in the first session and to the German proposal circulated during this 

session. The United Kingdom Representative said that the paper of 

his delegation did not bring any new thoughts but that it was merely 

an analysis of the Bank's Staff Study in terms of the chronological 

sequence of overations, and v1as in summary form. 

The Representatlve for Germany said his proposal had been inspired by 

the necessit to state the vresent posltion with respect to ~upplementary 

Finance . The differencesin opinion are still considerable . According 

to his delegation the IBRD Scheme is not feasible and even if it were 
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it would not be acce 1;table from the financial point of view . The 

German proposal aims at long term balance of payments su~port given 

on an ad hoc basis, either when the IMF Facility proves to be in

adequate or wl1en consolidation of the latter is needed . He 

especially emphasized that his proposal reflected the views of a 

country 'W!U.ch is likely to contribute heavily in pplementary Finance 

and in basic development fir~ce, and hoped it would receive due 

consideration. 



·iR. I. FRIEDHAU lOTH FEBRUARY I 1967 

Yugoslavia tc Others 

Does the Policy Package requirements need a greater obli~at~on 

than e;.istine, for basic finance? 

Germany c;; Others 

Who is qualified to participate - in addition to the requirement 

about having some kind of development planning. 

Does the concept of residual lender mean interference with prompt 

and timely assistance? 

Concern that the uncertainty about other resources of finance 

mean t hc:tt the amount of total assistance both basic and supplementary 

is endan~ered by this uncertainty. 

(Believe I answered this) 

.Jould it be possible t .J qualify the aoount of ass~_,tance thE t 

would be obtained - i.e. in effect, qualify the amount of adjust

ment a country would make for this. 

France 

tiow will it be possible to impute exports non-perfor~ce in certain 

• .~ublic sectors? (1/hen yoct only have partial .Jlans) . 

Hmv can thE. Agency acce~t res 1Jonsibi~i ty for judging performance 

<I hen it involves political as 1:ell as economic as.oects? 

International CooPeration Plans - Could the Agenc~y do arbitration 

among countries? 
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Nigeria 

Does the Ag~ncy go too far when after all the assistance is only 

su ppleuen tar-.f? 

Do yoa ta~e into cunsideration act1ons of other countries affect

in5 exports of developin£ countries? 

vlliat is basic finRnce? How do you determine the amount needed? 

Query whether it was wise to have the Agency be judge of the Package 

;>urnose . 

Yill it be possible for the Ar;-ency t o sugt;est alternative policies 

leaving it to the country to judbe which was feasible. 

Fund o.: Others 

Can a Policy PacY~ge be corcrete for more than one year? 

Can countries bind t~.emselves to general objectives or targets? 

\mat if the recommendations of the Fund, Bank or Agency are not 

acceptable to the .<ember Country? 

General Qqestions 

Implicit in a nunber of questions by several of the Representatives: 

Is the Scheme feasible? 

vlould it be easy to operate? 

Does it contain sufficient elements of flexibility to adapt to 

chanuing circumstances? 

(Only Schemes are sim~le whic!t are automatic and non-aduinistrative) 
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Session 

1 .H F~.aR1JARY, 1967 

The ·1eeting started ui th remarks b .1r . Friedl:lan about several questions 

asked the day before . 

Yugoslavia ~ 0ther s 

Does the Policy Package requirement need a &reater obli&ation than exist-

inE for basic finance? 

The Folic Pac~age requirement for Sup~lementary Finance would not go 

significantly be~rond. what is in practice ) resently. The forr::.s cay be 

different and it will be applicable to all countries. 

Germagy ~ Uthers 

\fuo is qualified to partici~Jate? 

'.rhe Jcheme is intended to be universal , howev(;r, some countries may 

someti:nes be inhibited because of the absence of at least some kind of 

devblopment progran or insufficient i mplementation of policies . 

Does the conce~t of residual lender mean interference with prompt and 

timely as~istance? Would it be possible tv qualify the amount of 

assistance that would be obtained - i . e . in effect , qualify the awount 

of adjustment a country would wake for tru~? 

Thls is a question of l!.anagement, but the attempt is to 111B.intain timeli-

ness of assistance . Good management needs to have advance understand-

ing \'lith countries about what they mib}lt expect . 
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France 

!Iow will it be possible to impute ex.,orts non-performance to certain 

public sectors? (When you oruy have partial plans). 

If a country implements reasonable policies , export shortfalls would be 

be~ond their control . In this situation the problems of inter-

relations between different sectors will probably not arise . 

How can the £ency accept res)onsibility for judging performance when it 

involves political as '.ve.Ll as economic aspects? 

This question is a very basic one . It is the economic performance which 

the Agency wil~ have to judGe • In case of difficulties an objective 

ap~roach alonb bUidelines already established by existing international 

financial organizations should be ado) ted . 

Could the Agency do arbitration among countries? 

To some e.dent this arbitration is going on already (for exarn!>le, rail

ways in Zambia) . une should deal v1ith it in collaboration ,lith 

regional orgruuzation and on the basis of economic criteria. 

Nigeria 

Do you take into consideratJ.on actions of other countries affectin; 

exports of clevelo1in~ countries? 

\ e do not assur1e changes i n commercial policies unless countries have 

aereed to . 
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What is basic finance? How do you determine the amount needed? 

Basic finance is the amount agreed upon beh1een a developing country 

and the donor countries and international financial organizations, as 

required to meet a gap in external finance needed for the development 

program. The determination of its amount is an economic exercise . 

Ifill it be possible for the AgencJ to suggest alternative policies 

leaving it to the country to judge which was feasible? 

That happens in practice. 

things . 

There is not one way to deal with these 

On the qeustion of revision of Development Programs , !•lr . Friedman 

said that several components of such a program cannot be considered as 

rigid (for example, onetary Policy) . Recent economic history proves 

that Rolling Plans are still impracticable . A Scheme such as the 

one elaborated by the Staff of the IBRD would not be easy to operate, 

only completely automatic schemes are easy to handle . 

The Observer for Nigtria said that it would not be wi se to change plans 

frequently and that alternative plans do pose a problem of choice . He 

asked if this would harm the speediness of the Agency ' s reaction . 

The Delegate for Poland asked if the goals will remain in the field of 

sovereignty and if the pr ogram will only deal with the means to imple

ment these objectives . 
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The eeting t hen turned to the discussion of the Cost of the Scheme. 

The alternatives seemed to be the following 

Shall one first agree about a precise cheme and determine 

the cost accordingly? 

Or, sha~l we first de~ermine the cost and adapt the Scheme 

to the cost? 

In his remarks about the subject, ·ir . Friedman said that it was not the 

job of the world Bark Staff to prejudge whether the Scheme was accept-

able to Governments or not . The IB.RD Staff had been confronted with a 

problem and elaborated a method to meet it . The estimates only re-

presented the cost implications of a reasonable ~roposal . The cost 

of ~ternational organizations de¥ends on their objectives . The figure 

put forward by the /orld Bank is based on ex~erience in the 195 ' s and 

derived by us~ng e port projections made for certa~ previous years, and 

did not re1)resent a ~rediction of needs or actual use in future . Costs 

will be funchon of 

(i) The political attitude towards the adjustment 

process. Are countries prepared to cut back 

consumption? 

(ii) Are overages available for repayment of the 

Scheme, or for other uses? 

(iii) Is the I Faci~ity available? 

(iv) To what extent can one assume t!~t all 
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countries wil use the Scheme? While the 

Scheme is universal in concepti on, not all 

countries wil~ face shortfa~s in any given 

year , and the Scheme was also set in the 

framework of development program and agreed 

upon policies . It was necessary not to 

overfinance the Scheme , first as enough 

funds should be avai lable t o de£end develop

ment programs when export shortfalls did 

occur. 

(v) vil1at will be the use of reserves? 

The Representative for Germany t hen stressed that so far nobody knows 

what Supplementary Pinance will cost . He considered the Bank ' s Scheme 

too ambitious and t oo comprehensive . He t hought that ' feasibility ' 

also meant t hat the Scheme has a chance to be accept ed . That was im-

possible t o answer this question without having precise cost estimates . 

He asked how the I BRD figure of ~300-$4UO million was reached . 

The Representative for Brazil asked what the term 'limited Fund ' meant 

in the German paper. The German Del egation answered that in this res-

pect they thought of a system of ceilings . 

The Delegates for France and Japan also asked for a paper on Cos t Esti-

mates in quantative terms . The U ~K . representa tive felt that cost 
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estimates were likely to provide a ~oint of de1 art~re for further co -

sidero.tions of the Scheme. 

The Ceylonese Delegate a~preciates the di ficu~ties involved in open

ended commitments and \-TOndered \~hether some form of rationing might not 

constitute a solution. 

The 1eetin5 then discussed the IMF-Bank paper AC . 3/15 dealing with the 

effects of recent changes in the Fund's Compensatory Financing Facility 

on the annual cost of the 5upplementary Finance Scheme . 

In a concludi 1g remark, Hr . Friedman stated that the IBRD Staff did not 

suggest an open-ended cowni t ent. 

in magnitude but not open-ended . 

The comwitment was p~rha~s uncertain 

Tne Chairman tten consulted the meeting about the .orking Program. The 

general fee~i.ng was that a measure of agreement had been reached on a 

number of subjects sucl as arms and Terhls of Assi stance; Invisibles , 

and Import Prices; but that dHferences in viewpoint still existed with 

respect to questions relating to export projections; overages; policy 

package and cost of cheme . 



MR. SARMA - grH FEBRUARY , 1967. 

1 . When Fund repurchase occurs in shortfall year with Agency, 

would this be added to the finance provided by the gency 

in that year? 

2 . What about repurchases that fall due in respect of a pre

vious period drawing; can current overages be used for tl~t? 

3. For this purpose, does it refer to all short-term sources 

used for reducing the shortfalls financed by the Agency? 

The answer to each of the three questions is in the affirmative . 

However, ir so far as such refinancing of one kind or another is 

covered in the Scheme, there is a financial implication in the 

sense that the resources for the Scheme would need to be somewhat 

larger. 
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~rr. Friedman first answered affirmatively three questions asked by 

I1r. Fleming the day before : 

i. When Fund repurchase occurs in shortfall year 

with Agency, would this be added to the finance 

provided by the Agency in that year? 

ii. vfuat about repurchases that fall due in respect 

of a previous period drawing; can current 

overages be used for that? 

iii . For this purpose, does it refer to all short

term sources used for reducing the shortfalls 

financed by the Agency? 

The basic principle was that if ~Und Facility had not been used, the 

Agency would nave been operating. 

Thmthe Group went on with the discuss~on of the 'Shortfalls and 

Overages ' paper. The Representative for Japan made the following 

comments 

The taKing over of short-term irrlebtedness should be selec

tive . 

The residual lender position of the Agency should not be 

undennined . 

Thou~1 the fact that net overaees are not carried over pro

vides an incentive , it will sometimes be better to carry 

them over. 

The U.S . Representative and the French one, insisted distinguishing 

between several uses of overages ar1d on the fact that overages should 

be available in certain situations (e . g. food shortages) . ~he lndiar1 
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Representative stated that S11ortfalls mi5ht occur vt;ry early during 

t he period and that overages in subsequent periods would be used to 

repay . Thus the country would not benefit from long- term ai d . He 

proposed that overages be settled agains t shortfalls occuring at 

least five years later. 

Dealing with these questions, Itr. Friedman pointed out that if over

ages are carried over the Scheme will have to be larger because one is 

giving up some overages . It is important that the reimbursement of 

the Agency be the pr imary purpose . 

About the Indian proposal, 'lr. Sarma said that it \iould have finan

cial impli cations because it mi~t invol ve the carrying over of over

ages frou period to period, and in any case in the first few years 

over ages would not be available . 

Subsequently, questions were raised about the possibility of the Agency 

being an economic 'protectorate ' (France) , about the possible 

' acceleration ' of development programmes, (U .K. ) and the need of con

siderable flexibility iu the use of overae,es and the dant,er of their 

freezing. (U . ;;; . , Sweden, Brazil o: Nigeria . 1 

In dealing with these questions, ~r. Friedman stated that the f ear 

for an economic ' prot ectorate ' was a very legitimate one but a system 

of international cooperation res~)ecting the national sovereignty of 

the countries should be possible, on the current ex)erience of 

existing international institutions . As to the problems of the 

' acceleration ' of the develo~ment plan, tl1e normal rule should be that 

overa6es are not used for ~ncrease in development plans during the 

period . 

At the end of this discussion the general feeling was that the Aeency 

should have considerable discretion with respect to the administration 

of shortfalls and overages . 
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This I-!E:eting was devoted to the discussion of the 'Policy Package 

Paper'. 

In his introduction, Mr. Friedman emphasized that the Policy Package 

constitutes an essential feature of the Scheme and that export pro

jections are only an outflow of Policy Package. The Delegate for 

Ceylon presented a procedure for a Policy Package which would be com

patible with political and institutional reality and which would be 

suitable for parliamentary discussion , review and approval . It 

would consist of a set of national accounts, and projections would 

be made for each element of these accounts . The growth rates uould 

be calcuL1ted after consultation between the Agency and the country in

volved, thus the Policy Package is systematically broken down into 

relevant elements, including investment and savings, and it can be 

translated in terms of rates of growth which are politically negotiable. 

He especially emphasized that assurances should be given about the 

levels of foreign aid over periods longer than the planning period. 

He also expressed serious reservations about the recent German pro

posal which implies undue formalization of the Fund/Bank relationship . 

The Representative for Ghana stressed that if adequate advisory ser

vices are provided there will be less need for the services of this 

Scheme. He also insisted on the necessity of securing sufficient 

foreign assistance. The Representative for Japan stated that major 

policy criteria should be embodied beforehand in the Policy Package 

and that in the field of external resources it was impossible to give 

guarantees for periods of five years. 

The Yugoslavian viewpoint was that the agreements under the new Scheme 

should not go beyond the present consultations with the Bank and the 

Fund . 

Germany asKed questions about the qualifications for participation in 

the Scheme; the setting up of Consultative Groups; the revisions of 

the Policy Package and the influence of extra economic factors . 
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The Representative for India and the Observer for Nigeria said that 

the Agency ' s power to prescribe should be directly related and restricted 

to the Agency ' s ability to help. 

The French Delegation asked for some terminological precisions and 

also referred to the influence of extra economic factors and to the 

problems of international coordination of development plans . 

The Representative for the U. K. then made a statement where he emphasized 

that one should not be too ambitious and over estimate the Scheme ' s 

possibilities . He said th: .t a practical and experimental approach 

will be needed . In this respect he considered the German paper a con

structive contribution, that also needed to be examined. 

Mr . Fleming of the IrilF then reminded that his Organization \vas con

siderably involved in several features of the Policy Package . He 

said the nature of the collaboration of the Fund would depend upon 

the nature of the adopted Scheme . He especially pointed out that 

i. According to Fund experience, a Policy Package 

cannot contain precise monetary and balance of 

payments requirewents for more than one year 

ahead . 

ii. In Policy PacY~ge procedure it would be the 

targets not the policies which are laid down: 
ct:.«- M_tYliif 

would a country t:_,ive full eu' · My- or dis-

cretion to Fund or Agency in regard to Policy 

prescription . 

iii . The recommendations of the Fund cannot be 

function of policies agreed upon a nllhlber of 

years before . 

Nr . Friedman then dealt with the several questions raised. He 

started by saying that in these complicated matters not everything can 

be answered in advance, and that faith i s needed in the international 
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organizations created by governments and run by them. These organiza

tions need a certain amount of authority. He expressed his support 

for the Ceylonese proposal . He reassured several delegations by 

pointing out that there is a safeguard against the domination by inter

national public agencies because of their control by the Member 

Governments . He did not see any impli cations of the Policy Package 

for the ~Und , because in regard to monetary and financial policies, 

it was expected that Fund views would prevail; what is involved for 

the country is the pursuit of these policies, in the framework of its 

development prograome . 

In dealing with the questions raised by Japan , he said that the Scheme 

will not enforce bilateral aid on a five year commitment basis, but 

that statements on the inflow of publi c foreign capital which can 

reasonably be expected are essential for the setting up of development 

programmes . 

In dealing with the questions of the German Delegate , he said that there 

are at present very few countr~es without any form of economic pro

gramwes; Consultative Groups are not a ~rerogative of any International 

Agency; in the case of revisions of the Policy Package, when there is 

no agreement between Abency and the country one ought to be gulded by 

the Agency ; about the international coordination of development plans , 

he said that now already big efforts are made in this direction on a 

reg-ional basis . 
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The f-leeting started with discussions on the Conference Room Paper No . 

15 dealing with the observationsof r . Fleming about the compatibi-

lity of the Fund ' s Facility and the Bank ' s cheme . 

First of all ·1r. Fleming made a few clarifications in the field of 

terminology, distinguishing between s110rt-term fluctuations and medium-

term fluctuations. He pointed out that Supplementary Finance refers 

to shortfalls from expectations (usually made for five years) whereas 

the IIIJF Facility refers t o fluctuations around a medium- term trend 

which is partly based on past movements and 9artly on expectations . 

He emphasized that consequently the distinction between both schemes 

sho~d not be based on periods of time but on differences in the 

adopted norms . Several delegates made comments on this statement. 

The most interesting cormnent came from the U.K. Representative who 

said 'that one shou~d distinguish betueen objectives and techniques' . 

He felt that a joi11t operation should theoretically be possible, but 

that in practice some confusion oibht arise . Compatibility of 

objectives must be ensured first and t hen technical compatibility 

lrill follow . He also enquired about the 11ature of Bank projections , 

whether they wo~ld be for each year . The Representative for Ceylon 

su~ported the British views . The Representatives for France and 

Germany still felt that the distinction bet ween both Schemes needed 

further clarification and asked for a paper dealing with the practical 

differences and their consequences . 
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Mr . Fleming pointed out that in the world Bank Scheme Supplementary 

:E'inancing only deals wit s:bortfalls from ex:pecta tions, whereas the 

Resolution refers also to persistent shortfalls . 

Asked to comment, ·1r. Sarma first rer:d.nded that the export projections 

shaqn in the study were not made for the purpose of the Scheme , but in 

the course of the work of the Bank : as such , usually they are for 

terminal years in relation to a base year . At times , there were ex

port values biven for intermediate years . As the projections work 

improves, and for the purpose of the cheme, increasingly it should be 

possible to attempt projections for intermediate years also . He 

mentioned that there 1fas no incompatibili~ betwe~n both schemes; one 

being intended to deal with year to year fluctuations and the other one 

with une.~._pected s hortfalls from reasonable expectations, as provided 

in the · esolution , so as to help avoid disruption of well conceived 

development programmes . 

The Leeting then turned t o the discussion on a few documents submitted 

by the IHF Staff and dealin6 wi th recent changes in the l<'und ' s 

Compensatory Yinancing Facility and the adequacf of external liquidity . 

Then some delegates asked for the circulation of a few (U . N. ) docu

ments by the Secretariat which would be likely to clarify the problems 

relating to import nrices . The Delegate for Ceylon asked also for 

the circulation of the 'U.K. Formula' . 
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The Group subsequently revierred the IBRD paper on ' Forms and Tenns 

of Assistance'. In his introduct ory statement , Mr. Sarma pointed 

out that the Bank Staff drafted this paper to establish a broad frame-

work for the possible operation of the Scheme . He recalled that the 

Resolution stipulated that the Scheme should provide loan assistance, 

but not grant assistance . The Bar~ Staff thinks that pr oject assis-

tance is not appropriate , because of ' timeliness ' consideration , and 

that the terms while conforming to those of basic development finance , 

should to a certain extent be tailored to s ecific cases . Several 

delegates participated in the discussions . r.lostly the questions 

were related to grouping of countries in a few categories and to the 

taking into account of the already existing debt service burden and 

other possible factors . 

The Delegate for France questioned the Bank on the following sentence : 

'The choice between the other two alternative ways of 

providing Supplementary Finance cannot be decided on 

economic grounds '. 

Mr. Sarma answered tlas by pointing out that the ' timeliness ' criterion 

is of utmost importance in this respect . There seemed to be rather 

general agreement that the structure of the terms of Supplementary 

Finance should not be too complicated; that they should be concessional 

and linked to those wluch are applied to basic finance . 

The Delegates for India and Ceylon asked a question whether the most 
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appropriate terms for Supplementary Finance would be those prevalent 

at the beginning of the planning period; at the end of t he planning 

period; or during the actual shortfall period . Mr. Sanna noted that 

these aspects were briefly touched upon in the paper by the Bank Staff . 

~1r. Friedman took the opportunity to explain the present Bank/IDA 

classification and procedures in regard to loans. 

The Meeting then turned to the discussion of the paper 'Shortfalls and 

Overages ' . The main questions raised here related to : 

The various factors determining the amount of the shortfalls . 

1~e position of the Monetary Fund with respect to the 

repayment of credits given undar: fue Fund Facility, and 

its role in the assessment of the countries ' reserve 

position. 

The i mplications from the viewpoint of the donor countries 

of the establishment of reasonable development programmes 

for which foreign exchange is needed, especially the 

question of basic development finance . 

In dealing with these questions, Mr . Friedman took the opportunity to 

stress that every International Agency requires rules which involve a 

certain amount of discretion in management . In this respect the 

national government s should be the ultimate decision makers . One 
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should not try to answer all questions in advance as not everything can 

go into the Articles of Agreement, nor can be anticipated . Inevitably, 

problems do arise in the course of operations, with which one should 

deal . He pointed out that the setting up of development plans in the 

framework of the Scheme would not involve explicit legal commitment s 

of donor countries in regard to basic development finance but a certain 

broad understanding. In connection with the questions involving the 

Fund , he said that the Fund would have the benefit of first claim on 

overages and that the Fund is the a~propriate one to judge about t he 

r eserve position of countries . 
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The Meeting started with further comments on Paper AC .3/5 (A Comparison 

of the Methods used for the Calculations of Export Shortfalls by the 

IBRD and the IMF) • 

The Representative for India wanted to know if the Fund Scheme is in-

tended t o deal with overages and shortfalls or only with shortfalls . 

Hr. Fleming pointed out that under the new Scheme repayments can be made 

out of overages. 

Subsequently, the Group started the discussions on the additional papers 

relating to the Supplementary Financing Heasures study submitted by the 

IBRD. 

i . Paper on Export Projections by the World Bank. 

After an introductory statement by Mr . Sarma several delegations questioned 

the Bank on this paper . The French wanted to know how projections are 

made for commodities of minor importance . The Japanese Delegate em-

phasized that some of the graphs in the Study show that the differences 

between the IBRD projections and export results l1ave often been important . 

In his answer, Iilr . Sarma mentioned that these parb.cular projections were 

made before the Scheme had been proposed and that moreover deviations 

are in the nature of export projections and t his constituted the very 

reason why the Scheme is necessary. He is confident that the Bank will 
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be able to improve further these projections in the future. Several 

other dele~ates (for example, Ceylon, Sweden and the u. ·.) agreed that 

an uncertainty is an inherent feature of all export projections . The 

Delegate for the United States i nsisted on the fact that in making export 

projections one should not concentrate on the demand side but also con-

sider the chang-es in SUf)ply and price which are also very important. 

orne export items considered as marginal in the IBRD paper have to be 

looked into very carefully. Japan , and especially Germany were very 

sce~tical on the possibility of making reliable export projections. he 

Delegate for Germany pointed out that this would be impossible even in the 

case of his own country. In connection with this, several delegations 

raised t he issue of periodical revisions of the export projections, but 

after some discussion there seemed to be a general feeling that the re-

vision of export forecasts in the middle of a planning period would be in-

consis tent with the very idea of the Scheme . ome de egates, and especially 

the Japanese one went on however insisting on the necessity of periodical 

revisions. The Re11resentatives for France and the United tates agreed 

that the essential object~ves of a development plan ought to remain con-

stant but that adaptations to changing structural conditions are necessary. 

ii The Paper on ' Invisibles'. 

In his introductory statement, Jr . Sarma recalls that the Scheme as it is 

set up by the 1forld Bank intends to include Invisibles 1 tihere appropriate 
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on a country by country basis '. The majority of the speakers were in 

favour of the inclusion of il1visibles ; however, with certain reservations. 

The French Delegate pointed out that one should only take into account 

the important and recurrent movements in Ir1visibles . This type of earn

ings is to a certain extent the function of the exchange policy of a 

country; within the framework of certain exchan&e policies these earn

in~s Carl indeed grow without being recorded as such. 

Finally, the u.~. Dele~ate pointed out that allowances should be made for 

the treatment of Invisibles considering two factors, namely : 

Their importance in a particular country, and 

The reliability and availability of data. 

iii. Import Prices. 

·IT. Sarma briefly commented on the Bank ' s position in this respect, which 

is that, the taking into account of import prices into the Scheme is de

sirable, but not feasible. 

The Delegate for India said that ttus factor could at least be considered 

from now on for some countries. Referring to Paragraph 10 of the Bank ' s 

paper, the Delegate for Ceylon asked that this meant that import projec-

tions wou~d be made wLich are subsequently compared with the actual 

figures to see if there is a case to take into account import prices. ~~ . 

Sarma pointed out that the reference here was to import price data; how

ever, it was conceivable that with experience on the imports side tr~s perhaps 

could be done at a later stage . 

The French Delegation stressed that in this respect one should pay careful 
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attention to the changes in composition of imports and also to the changes 

in quality which are not reflected in the statistics . 

In answer to a question by the Delegate for Argentina, Hr . Sarma said that 

import prices were not taken into account in the computation of the original 

cost estimates of the Scheme and that it was up to the Governments to take 

the decisions in this respect . Several delegations and the UNCTAD 

Secretariat thought that alternative ways of taking into account import 

prices could be found which would avoid the use of unreliable statistical 

data. This, in any case, was for consideration . 

The U. K. Delegation explained once again the formula they worked out in 

this resyect at the first meeting of the Group . 

At the end of the discussion of this paper, the general feeling seemed to 

be that further attent~on should be given to this matter and that no 

simplistic solutions could be found in this respect . 
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Mr. Nennolja, the Yugoslavian Delegate, was unanimously elected as 

Chairman . 

First of all, the Group wanted to examine a few changes in Addendum 

1 to the Interim Report of the discussions of the first Session. 

The U.K. and French Delegates proposed a few changes of minor 

importance in the wording of this document . The French Delegate 

especially pointed out that the notion of overa0 es should be con-

sidered as having a statistical meaning without any monetary implica-

tiona . Several delegates of donor countries referring to the 

Addendum asked the ques tion whether the scarce available Aid resources 

of developed countries should be distributed among a large number of 

countries or only among a small number of countries experiencing poor 

exports . The sentence, ' moreover the supplementary financing could 

not necessarily be r~ arded as a residual element ' was questioned by 

the delegatesfrom France and Japan . In his answer, Nr. Sarma stated 

that the term ' residual' in the context of the Scheme does not mean 

that the Agency would only assist when all other resources of funds 

are exhausted, but past experience proved that other resources are 

often available and in this case the supplementary financing should 

only be part of the whole financlllg of the export shortfalls . The 

main thing was this was based on prior understanding, so that t here is 

assurance to a country experiencing export shortfalls of prompt and 
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certain assistance from the Scheme. 

Mr . Fleming of the I.M.F. supported the Bank's view by mentioning that 

this particular sentence had been adopted during the last meeting. The 

Delegate for Japan insisted on adding a restrictive phrase (for example, 

in certain cases). The Group decided to take up this matter later on 

in the framework of more substantial discussions. 

The Conference Room Paper No . 13 dealing with the Comparative Effects 

on Economic Development of the Scheme Proposed and of other Possible 

Methods; and with The Status, !l'lembership and Function of the Agency were 

adopted without any comments. 

The Group decided that the Interim Report, its Addendum No . 1 and 

Conference Room Paper No . 13 would constitute the report to t he Committee 

on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade. 

In proposing an addition to the Addendum 1 Document, the French Delegate 

emphasized once more that overages and shortfalls should be considered 

from a statistical point of view and should have no monetary implica-

tions whatsoever. This was agreed to not in substitution of existing 

paragraph but an addition to it as one which erpressed a view of a delegate. 

In order to ensure the efficient working of the Group, the Chairman 
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suggested that the members mi&ht first deal with the technical aspects, 

and later on with the more substantive aspects for which the sett ing up 

of sub- groups was envisaged . During this discussion on the organization 

of the meetings, it was quite clear that the donor countries wanted to 

raise the issue of the cost of the Scheme at a very early stage . The 

term ' missing papers ' was frequently mentioned in this respect . The 

German Delegate announced officially that his Delegation was preparing 

an alternative proposal to this Scheme and several delegates from donor 

countries emphasized in this respect that so far only the UNCTAD resolu-

tion had actually been adopted and that the IBRD Scheme should be looked 

upon only as a basis for further discussion . 

The discussion of Items 8 & 9 was then taken up again . France once more 

advocated Commodity Agreements and pointed out that the implementation of 

the IBRD Scheme would be costly and harmful to stability. The U.K. and 

Sweden emphasized that there was no opposition between ommodity Agree-

ments and the Scheme . The Observer from Ni g8ria supported this view. 

In his answer the French Delegate admitted that both systems could 

theoretically be complementary, but that taking into account the limited 

resources of both donor and developing countries, the adoption of the 

Scheme would leave no room for further Commodity Agreements . 

In the discussion of Item 9 there was a general agreement that the Scheme 

should be managed by the IBRD in close cooperation with the Fund. Asked 
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by the Chainnan to comment on this, Mr. Sarma said that the experience 

and expertise of the Bank Staff, in full collaboration with Fund Staff, 

was available, but that decisions about institutional arrangements were 

up to the Governments. 

The Group then discussed the Note by the UNCT.AD Secretariat on A Compari

son of Lethods used for the Calculation of Export Shortfalls i n the IBRD 

Scheme and in the I.H.F. Compensatory Financing Facility. The conclusion 

of this paper is that the difference in results are determined by 

differences in objectives. The conclusion of the paper pointed out 

that 'the objectives of the two Schemes are compatible and both Schemes 

have essential roles to perform'. Mr. Fleming of the I.M.F. expressed 

serious doubts about the compatibility of both chemes. He said that 

both were intended to insure development within the framework of adopted 

export norms. 

export norms. 

Howev~r, both Institutions have a different approach to 

The U. K. Delegate raised the question about the economic planning in 

connection with export projections . 

should be separated. 

The Croup felt that both problems 

The Delegate for France enquired about the treatment of export products 

of minor i mportance in the calculation of export projections. l"lr. Sarma 
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answered that the lorld Bank's export projections have so far been con

fined in the main to major export commodities but that when called upon, 

and certainly in connection with the Scheme, the Bank Staff envisaged 

inclusion of all export products . The experience gained in projecting 

the exports of the major commodities would be very helpful in this respect. 

Mr. Sarma took the opportunity to remark about the compatibility and com

plementarity of the IBRD and II~ Schemes by stating that the Bank agreed 

with the conclusions of the UNCTAD Document wnich was prepared in consul

tation with Fund Staff and Bank Staff. 

GElt::R.AL CONCLUSIONS 

i. The donor countries want to deal with the cost of the Scheme as 

quickly as possible . 

ii. So far, the developing countries have made little comment during 

the Meeting, but the general feeling is that they will concentrate on the 

policy package issue. 

iii. Among donor countries, the final adoption of the Scheme is question

able. Germany will come up >ri th an al ternati-,e proposal and one may ex

pect that the Bank will have to provide the GrouJ with quite a number of 

precisions during this Session. 




